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Sources and Methods of Historical Demography 2013-10-22

sources and methods of historical demography covers the fundamental sources methods and approaches to explanatory modeling for describing analyzing and

understanding demographic features of past societies the book discusses the intellectual ancestry of historical demographic research beginning in the 17th century as

well as the logic of basic techniques for reconstructing and analyzing information from fundamental source materials the text also describes the full range of disciplines

that have made major contributions to historical demography and examples of empirical research the book concludes by arguing the case for conducting historical

demographic research with a broad interdisciplinary ideal in mind historians and sociologists will find the book invaluable

Social Discontinuity in the Novels of Elizabeth Bowen 1998

this work explores elizabeth bowen s concern with the effect on human relationships and the individual psyche of social discontinuity john coates arguments are

substantiated by textual analysis

The Age of Discontinuity 2011-12-31

the closing decades of the twentieth century have been characterized as a period of disruption and discontinuity in which the structure and meaning of economy polity

and society have been radically altered in this volume peter drucker focuses with great clarity and perception on the forces of change that are transforming the

economic landscape and creating tomorrow s society drucker discerns four major areas of discontinuity underlying contemporary social and cultural reality these are 1

the explosion of new technologies resulting in major new industries 2 the change from an international to a world economy an economy that presently lacks policy

theory and institutions 3 a new sociopolitical reality of pluralistic institutions that poses drastic political philosophical and spritual challenges and 4 the new universe of

knowledge based on mass education and its implications in work leisure and leadership peter drucker brings to this work an intimate knowledge and objective view of

the particular and general the age of discontinuity is a fascinating and important blueprint for shaping a future already very much with us
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Cultural Discontinuity: The New Social Face of the Awajun 2017-08-16

in this groundbreaking book andrea english challenges common assumptions by arguing that discontinuous experiences such as uncertainty and struggle are essential

to the learning process to make this argument dr english draws from the works of two seminal thinkers in philosophy of education nineteenth century german

philosopher j f herbart and american pragmatist john dewey english s analysis considers herbart s influence on dewey inverting the accepted interpretation of dewey s

thought as a dramatic break from modern european understandings of education three key concepts transformational learning tact in teaching and perfectibility emerge

from this analysis to revitalize our understanding of education as a transformational process dr english s comparative approach interweaves european and anglo

american traditions of educational thought with a contemporary scholarly perspective contributing to a work that is both intellectually rewarding and applicable to a

classroom setting the result is a book that is essential reading for philosophers and scholars of education as well as educators

Theoretical Methods in Social History 1987

rigorous methods in the evaluation of poverty alleviation programs world bank web site

Discontinuity in Learning 2013-03-29

continuity and discontinuity in learning careers potentials for a learning space in a changing world focuses on the continuities and discontinuities of the learning careers

and identities of non traditional adult students in diverse learning contexts

An Evaluation of the Performance of Regression Discontinuity Design on PROGRESA 2004

the closing decades of the twentieth century have been characterized as a period of disruption and discontinuity in which the structure and meaning of economy polity

and society have been radically altered in this volume peter drucker focuses with great clarity and perception on the forces of change that are transforming the

economic landscape and creating tomorrow s society drucker discerns four major areas of discontinuity underlying contemporary social and cultural reality these are 1
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the explosion of new technologies resulting in major new industries 2 the change from an international to a world economy an economy that presently lacks policy

theory and institutions 3 a new sociopolitical reality of pluralistic institutions that poses drastic political philosophical and spritual challenges and 4 the new universe of

knowledge based on mass education and its implications in work leisure and leadership peter drucker brings to this work an intimate knowledge and objective view of

the particular and general the age of discontinuity is a fascinating and important blueprint for shaping a future already very much with us

Continuity and Discontinuity in Learning Careers 2018-09-11

with a particular focus on the morphosyntactic features of second language this book discusses the idea that language acquisition is a discontinuous and quantized

process and thus that some items might be learned twice statistically and grammatically it argues that the switch from one way of learning to another is statistically

driven and grammatically motivated the volume brings together and discusses insights and evidence from learner corpora analysis and electrophysiological data in an

attempt to provide the reader with a unified outlook and it suggests a new developmentally oriented interpretation of findings the topics discussed will be of interest to

researchers working in the field of psycho and neurolinguistics and sla

The Age of Discontinuity 2017-07-12

urbanization in the world economy

Discontinuity in Second Language Acquisition 2014-09-12

from jesus to his first followers represents the process of transformation that began after jesus death continuity and discontinuity between the early groups of followers

and jesus are primarily examined in the religious practices
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Urbanization in the World Economy 1985-06-03

essays in this volume analyze the fundamental macroeconomic and political structures of contemporary society studies by piore examine the labor market and its

relationship to technological innovation and capital investment studies by berger explore the social foundation of political parties and the formation of state policy as it

emerges from competitive political forces

Incentive Effects of Social Assistance 2006

marginalism and discontinuity is an account of the culture of models employed in the natural and social sciences showing how such models are instruments for getting

hold of the world tools for the crafts of knowing and deciding like other tools these models are interpretable cultural objects objects that embody traditional themes of

smoothness and discontinuity exchange and incommensurability parts and wholes martin krieger interprets the calculus and neoclassical economics for example as

tools for adding up a smoothed world a world of marginal changes identified by those tools in contrast other models suggest that economies might be sticky and

ratchety or perverted and fetishistic there are as well models that posit discontinuity or discreteness in every city for example some location has been marked as

distinctive and optimal around this created differentiation a city center and a city periphery eventually develop sometimes more than one model is applicable the

possibility of doom may be seen both as the consequence of a series of mundane events and as a transcendent moment we might model big decisions or

entrepreneurial endeavors as sums of several marginal decisions or as sudden marked transitions changes of state like freezing or religious conversion once we take

models and theory as tools we find that analogy is destiny our experiences make sense because of the analogies or tools used to interpret them and our intellectual

disciplines are justified and made meaningful through the employment of characteristic toolkits a physicist s toolkit for example is equipped with a certain set of

mathematical and rhetorical models marginalism and discontinuity offers a provocative and wide ranging consideration of the technologies by which we attempt to

apprehend the world it will appeal to social and natural scientists mathematicians and philosophers and thoughtful educators policymakers and planners
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From Jesus to his First Followers: Continuity and Discontinuity 2017-02-06

a superb synthesis of popular politics in early modern western and central europe te brake has cut across the barriers to find common properties and principles of

variation in the politics of ordinary people charles tilly columbia university

Dualism and Discontinuity in Industrial Societies 1980-09-30

machine generated contents note chapter 1 basics of treatment effect analysis chapter 2 matching chapter 3 non matching and sample selection chapter 4 regression

discontinuity rd chapter 5 difference in differences dd chapter 6 triple difference td and beyond appendix online gauss programs ps for propensity score references

Marginalism and Discontinuity 1989-11-21

theoretical methods in social history examines how generality can be wrested from historical facts the book explores the various aspects on the application of social

theory to historical materials chapters delve on various historical issues such as the sociological bias of trotsky and de tocqueville functional analysis of class relations

in smelser and bendix and the analogy between intellectual productions historians and philosophers will find the book interesting

Shaping History 1998-07-13

this book adopts an inter disciplinary approach to the study of the theology symbolism and argument of hebrews employing sociological models the book examines

hebrews in the context of the early christians construction and maintenance of a social world in that respect the book elaborates the thesis that hebrews was designed

to serve a legitimating function in the realm of social interaction that its theology symbolism and argument were designed to construct and maintain the symbolic

universe of the community of the readers it is argued that we cannot properly understand the theology symbolism and argument of hebrews apart from its first century

context
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Matching, Regression Discontinuity, Difference in Differences, and Beyond 2016

the concept of everyday struggles can enliven our understanding of the lives of young people and how social class is made and remade this book invokes a

bourdieusian spirit to think about the ways young people are pushed and pulled by the normative demands directed at them from an early age whilst they reflexively

understand that allegedly available incentives for making the right choices and working hard financial and familial security social status and job satisfaction are a

declining prospect in youth class and everyday struggles the figures of those classed as hipsters and bogans are used to analyse how representation works to form a

symbolic and moral economy that produces and polices fuzzy class boundaries further to this the practices of young people around diy cultures are analysed to

illustrate struggles to create a satisfying and meaningful existence while negotiating between study work and creative passions by thinking through different modalities

of struggles which revolve around meaning making and identity creativity and authenticity threadgold brings bourdieu s sociological practice together with theories of

affect emotion morals and values to broaden our understanding of how young people make choices adapt strategise succeed fail and make do youth class and

everyday struggles will appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as postdoctoral researchers of fields including youth studies class and inequality

work and careers subcultures media and creative industries social theory and bourdieusian theory

Theoretical Methods in Social History 1978

it takes courage to do research on crime and delinquency such research is typically conducted in an atmosphere of concern about the problem it addresses and is

typically justified as an attempt to discover new facts or to evaluate innovative programs or policies when as must often be the case no new facts are forthcoming or

innovative programs turn out not to work hopes are dashed and time and money are felt to have been wasted because they take more time longitudinal studies require

even greater amounts of courage if the potential for discovery is enhanced so is the risk of wasted effort long term longitudinal studies are thought to be especially risky

for other reasons as well theories issues and sta tistical methods in vogue at the time they were planned may not be in vogue when they are finally executed perhaps

worse according to some perspectives the structure of causal factors may shift during the execu tion of a longitudinal project such that in the end its findings apply to a

reality that no longer exists these fears and expectations assume an ever changing world and a corresponding conception of research as a more or less disciplined

search for news such ideas belittle the contributions of past research and leave us vulnerable to theories programs policies and research agendas that may have only

tenuous connections to research of any kind
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Legitimation in the Letter to the Hebrews 2002-06-18

the unfinished manuscript of literary and cultural theorist lindon barrett this study offers a genealogy of how the development of racial blackness within the mercantile

capitalist system of euro american colonial imperialism was constitutive of western modernity masterfully connecting historical systems of racial slavery to post

enlightenment modernity this pathbreaking publication shows how western modernity depended on a particular conception of racism contested by african american

writers and intellectuals from the eighteenth century to the harlem renaissance

Youth, Class and Everyday Struggles 2017-09-13

how does ideology in some states radicalise to such an extent as to become genocidal can the causes of radicalisation be seen as internal or external examining the

ideological evolution in the armenian genocide the holocaust and during the break up of yugoslavia elisabeth hope murray seeks to answer these questions in this

comparative work

Continuity and Discontinuity in Criminal Careers 2013-11-21

sandberg rabbinics gratz college ordained by the reconstructionist rabbinical college analyzes two divergent paths that jewish law took as it proceeded from classical to

medieval rabbinic sources in regard to such mitzvot commandments good deed as obeying prophets preserving trees and corporeal punishment tables summarize the

continuity discontinuity development process of halakhic rulings on each mitzvah discussed indexed by biblical and rabbinic reference as well as subject annotation

copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Racial Blackness and the Discontinuity of Western Modernity 2013-12-30

immigration is remaking the united states in new york los angeles miami san francisco and chicago the multiethnic society of tomorrow is already in place yet today s

urban centers appear unlikely to provide newcomers with the same opportunities their predecessors found at the turn of the last century using the latest sources of
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information this hard hitting volume of original essays looks at the nexus between urban realities and immigrant destinies in these american cities strangers at the gates

tells the real story of immigrants prospects for success today and delineates the conditions that will hinder or aid the newest americans in their quest to get ahead this

book stresses the crucial importance of understanding that immigration today is fundamentally urban and the equally important fact that immigrants are now flocking to

places where low skilled workers regardless of ethnic background are in particular trouble these two themes are at the heart of this book which also covers a range of

provocative topics often with surprising findings among the essayists nelson lim enters the controversy over whether and how immigrants affect the employment

prospects for african americans mark ellis investigates whether low immigrant wages depress other workers salaries william a v clark contends that immigrants seem to

be experiencing downward mobility and min zhou asserts that trends among second generation immigrants are decidedly more optimistic these well integrated and well

organized essays sit squarely at the intersection of sociology and economics and along the way they point out both the strengths and the weaknesses of these two

disciplines in understanding immigration providing a theoretically and empirically comprehensive overview of the economic fate of immigrants in major american cities

this book will make a major contribution to debates over immigration and the american future

Disrupting Pathways to Genocide 2015-03-17

this two volume set is part of a growing body of literature concerned with the history of biblical interpretation the ample introduction first situates key players in the story

of the development of the major strands of biblical interpretation since the enlightenment identifying how different theoretical and methodological approaches are related

to each other and describing the academic environment in which they emerged and developed volume 1 contains fourteen essays on twenty two interpreters who were

principally active before 1980 and volume 2 has nineteen essays on twenty seven of those who were active primarily after this date each chapter provides a brief

biography of one or more scholars as well as a detailed description of their major contributions to the field this is followed by an often new application of the scholar s

theory by focusing on the individual scholars and their work the book recognizes that interpretive approaches arise out of certain circumstances and that scholars are

influenced by and have influences upon both other interpreters and the times in which they live this set is ideal for any class on the history of biblical interpretation and

for those who want a greater understanding of how the current field of biblical studies developed
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Development and Discontinuity in Jewish Law 2001

this book contains the contributions to a workshop on apologetics in early christianity which took place at the fifteenth international conference on patristic studies in

oxford in the summer of 2007 the workshop was arranged by scholars from germany finland and denmark who had for some time worked together in a project on early

christian apologetics the aim of the workshop was thus to present and discuss some of the results and still unsolved problems which arose from this project the book

presents the contributions to the workshop hereby the editors hope to reach a larger audience and thus to be able to further the discussion of the topic of early christian

apologetics

Incentive Effects of Social Assistance 2006

this book proposes a new two step approach to the evolution of language whereby syntax first evolved as an auto organizational process for the human conceptual

apparatus as a language of thought and this language of thought was then externalized for communication due to social selection pressures anne reboul first argues

that despite the routine use of language in communication current use is not a failsafe guide to adaptive history she points out that human cognition is as unique in

nature as is language as a communication system suggesting deep links between human thought and language if language is seen as a communication system then

the specificities of language its hierarchical syntax its creativity and the ability to use it to talk about absent objects are a mystery this book shows that approaching

language as a system for thought overcomes these problems and provides a detailed account of both steps in the evolution of language its evolution for thought and its

externalization for communication

Strangers at the Gates 2001-10-10

volume 38 of advances in econometrics collects twelve innovative and thought provoking contributions to the literature on regression discontinuity designs covering a

wide range of methodological and practical topics such as identification interpretation implementation falsification testing estimation and inference
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Pillars in the History of Biblical Interpretation, Volume 2 2016-11-03

since the western world first became aware of the existence of neanderthals this pleistocene human has been a regular focus of interest among specialists and also

among the general public in fact we know far more about neanderthals than we do about any other extinct human population furthermore over the past 150 years no

other palaeospecies has been such a constant source of discussion and fierce debate among palaeoanthropologists and archaeologists this book presents the status of

our knowledge as well as the methods and techniques used to study this extinct population and it suggests perspectives for future research

Library of Congress Catalogs 1978

the history of the jesus movement and earliest christianity requires careful attention to the characteristics and peculiarities of oral and literate traditions understanding

the distinctive elements of greco roman literacy potentially has profound implications for the historical understanding of the documents and events involved concepts

such as media criticism orality manuscript culture scribal writing and performative reading are explored in these chapters the scene of greco roman literacy is analyzed

by investigating writing and reading practices these aspects are then related to early christian texts such as the gospel of mark and sections from paul s letters

Continuity and Discontinuity in Church History 2022-03-28

this edited collection first published in 1991 focuses on the commercial relations marketing structures and development of consumption that accompanied early

industrial expansion the papers examine aspects of industrial structure and work organisation including women s work and highlight the conflict and compromise

between work traditions and the emergence of a market culture with an overarching introduction providing a background to european manufacturing this title will be of

particular interest to students of social and economic history researching early industrial europe and the concurrent emergence of a material consumer culture

Continuity and Discontinuity in Early Christian Apologetics 2009

despite enduring whispers sideway glances and blatant discrimination men and women today are choosing to remain single and are enjoying complete and joyful lives
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in this carefully crafted thoroughly researched book elyakim kislev delivers groundbreaking insights on the fastest growing demographic in the world singles happy

singlehood investigates how unmarried people create satisfying lives in a world where social structures and policies are still designed to favor married couples the book

challenges readers to rethink how single people organize social and familial life in new ways and illuminates how educators policymakers and urban planners ignore

their needs based on personal interviews singles writings and widespread quantitative analysis happy singlehood investigates how singles nurture social networks

create innovative communities and effectively deal with discrimination showcasing voices of singles kislev charts a way forward to assist singles to live life on their

terms and explains how everyone single or otherwise benefits from the freedom to develop new and fulfilling lifestyles

Cognition and Communication in the Evolution of Language 2017

in this element which continues our discussion in foundations the authors provide an accessible and practical guide for the analysis and interpretation of regression

discontinuity rd designs that encourages the use of a common set of practices and facilitates the accumulation of rd based empirical evidence the focus is on

extensions to the canonical sharp rd setup that we discussed in foundations the discussion covers i the local randomization framework for rd analysis ii the fuzzy rd

design where compliance with treatment is imperfect iii rd designs with discrete scores and iv and multi dimensional rd designs

Regression Discontinuity Designs 2017-05-11

this study of the political significance of theories of tragedy and ordinary language uses of tragedy offers a fresh perspective on democracy in contemporary times

Continuity and Discontinuity in the Peopling of Europe 2011-03-23

Monographic Series 1982
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Orality and Literacy in Early Christianity 2012-11-01

Markets and Manufacture in Early Industrial Europe (Routledge Revivals) 2014-06-17

Happy Singlehood 2019-02-26

A Practical Introduction to Regression Discontinuity Designs 2024-04-11

The Politics of Tragedy and Democratic Citizenship 2011-03-31

Bibliography of the History of Medicine
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